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Structural hierarchy of chirality is observable in a diversity of biological and synthetic materials
and related to some unusual physical properties. The transfer of chirality among different length
scales is a crucial issue of both theoretical and technological interest. In this paper, a continuum
model is developed to phenomenologically rationalize the chirality transfer from the constituent
molecules to geometric morphology of quasi-one-dimensional nanomaterials. We demonstrate that
the competition or cooperative interactions between lower-level chirality and surface effects may lead
to the formation of various asymmetric geometric shapes. The twisting handedness and pitch length
of chiral morphologies of quasi-one-dimensional materials is derived in terms of materials chirality
and anisotropic surface stresses. The inversion of morphological chirality observed in experiments
is also explained in this paper. The results of the study is useful not only for understanding various
interesting phenomena associated with chirality but also for optimal design and fabrication of novel
materials and devices with enhanced properties and functions.

Keywords: Quasi-One-Dimensional Nanomaterials, Chiral Materials, Chirality, Surface Effect,
Size Effect.

1. INTRODUCTION

The word chirality, coined by Lord Kelvin, refers to
the configurational properties of an object that is not
superimposable on its mirror image.1�2 The absence of
mirror symmetry of constituent molecules, microstruc-
tures and even morphologies of biological and synthetic
materials (e.g., quasi-one-dimensional nanomaterials) has
a remarkable effect on their physical properties and
functions.3–6 For example, the morphological chirality in
twisted nanobelts and nanohelices (they can be made of
either metals, semiconductors or polymers) makes them
have some superior elastic properties and unusual electri-
cal or optical properties.6�7 In recent years, manipulating
specific morphological chirality has been actively pursued
as an effective means to tailor the physical properties and
even specified functions of micro/nano-sized materials and
devices which hold many technologically important appli-
cations in, for instance, optoelectronic devices, chirality

∗Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed.

recognition and separation, chiral imprinting, and micro-
electromechanical systems.7 Therefore, understanding the
physical mechanisms underlying the formation of chiral
morphologies at micro and nano scales is of great signifi-
cance from both scientific and practical points of view.
There exist many possible physical mechanisms that

may cause the formation of morphological chirality of
materials at micro and nano scales. For metals, semicon-
ductor and polymer materials, the dominant factors driv-
ing the formation of chiral morphologies (e.g., twisting
nanobelts and nanohelices) are often different. Roughly
speaking, the existence of anisotropic interactions or exter-
nal forces during the growth or fabrication process of
materials manifests some chiral morphologies.8 For exam-
ple, the formation of helices of such biopolymers as DNA
and viral capsids has been understood from the angles of
entropy and regular assembly of identical objects.9�10 The
helical growth of amorphous boron carbide nanospring has
been attributed to its anisotropic contact with the adopted
catalyst.11 Some other physical mechanisms underlying
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the appearance of morphological chirality in materials
include the microstructural features or the asymmetric
evolution or instability of defects (e.g., dislocations and
interfaces) at micro and nano scales. For the polymer
lamellar twisting manifested by spherulite bands, unbal-
anced surface stresses has been experimentally confirmed
as an important mechanical origin.12 Recently, we theoreti-
cally addressed the effect of anisotropic surface stresses on
the formation of twisting nanowire and helical nanobelts.13

We also tuned the lamellar twisting chirality of microbial
poly(R-3-hydroxybutyrate) copolymers via copolymeriza-
tion or blending, providing a more direct evidence for the
significance of anisotropic surface stresses.14

For a wide range of synthetic materials, biological and
self-assembled systems at micro and nanoscale, the forma-
tion of such chiral morphologies as twisting lamellae and
nanohelices origins from a process of transfer of chiral-
ity. Chirality transfer in such materials as self-assembled
chiral fibrillar networks and aggregates,15�16 nanostruc-
tured chiral molecular gel,17 and helical ribbons of chiral
lipid bilayer18 has been widely addressed in the litera-
tures. For those systems with hierarchical structures, chiral
morphologies are often macroscopic reflections of chemi-
cal chirality (e.g., molecular and conformational chirality)
and microstructural chirality (e.g., helical monodomains or
crystals, Eshelby twist7) at lower levels. During the growth
of chiral polymer lamellae, for example, chirality are trans-
ferred from molecular level to helical chain structures, then
to chain folding organization on the lamellar surface, and
eventually to the macroscopic level (twisting lamellae and
even clustering of crystals and polymer spherulites),19 as
shown in Figure 1.
Morphological chirality depends usually on the chiral-

ity of its basic constituent elements (e.g., chiral molecules
aggregates, helical chains and microstructures) at smaller
length scales. The chirality at a lower structural level
can be mapped into the macroscopic morphologies of
materials. Chirality transfer can also be used to design

Fig. 1. Chirality translation from molecular level to morphological level. The figure of polymer spherulite is adopted with permission from [12],
B. Lotz and S. Z. D. Cheng, Polymer 46, 577 (2005). © 2005, Elsevier.

engineering chiral materials e.g., chiral fibres, twisting
nanobelts, and nanohelices. For instance, the helical chain
units are used to fabricate the chiral materials with desired
physical properties in the area of solid-state chemistry.21

Helfrich22 theoretically proved that if the isotropic cross-
section of a fiber consists of chiral molecules, it will prefer
a helical shape. Such a transfer from the chirality at a
lower length level to a higher is also referred to as the “chi-
rality effect” for the chiral polymer growth, chiral molec-
ular packing, and chiral fibre self-assembly.12�16 However,
the interactions between chiral elements and other fac-
tors such as intermolecular forces (e.g., hydrogen bond-
ing, van der Waals and electrostatic forces),23 the rigidity
and length of chains and residual stresses also influence
the chirality transfer among different length levels in a
complicated manner. Due to these reasons, the chirality
information at a lower level may be lost at a higher level,
and the macroscopic morphological chirality of a mate-
rial is closely but not univoqually correlated with that of
its constituent elements.12 In the case of chiral polymer,
for example, it has been shown that besides configura-
tional chirality of molecules and helical chain, unbalanced
anisotropic surface stresses also play an important role in
the twisting growth of lamellas.12 Both right- and left-
handed chiral morphologies can be induced by molecules
with identical chirality.24�25

Another interesting and yet unresolved issue is the quan-
titative characterization of various chiralities at different
length scales. The quantitative description of chirality
can only be characterized either by physical properties
or geometric parameters.26 In addition, for quasi-one-
dimensional nanomaterials or self-assembled systems with
a hierarchy of chirality, chirality transfer from molec-
ular level to macroscopic morphologies involves com-
plicated multi-scale interactions of different chirality at
various structural levels. Furthermore, the chirality transfer
in quasi-one-dimensional nanomaterials also exhibits dis-
tinct size dependence due to the large surface-to-volume

J. Comput. Theor. Nanosci. 8, 1278–1287, 2011 1279
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ratio. For instance, the twisting strength of polymer lamel-
lae often decreases with the thickness.14 Moreover, if sur-
face stresses are anisotropic, it can be expected that both
the lower-level chirality and anisotropic surface stresses
contribute to the formation of morphologies, but how these
two factors interact is yet unclear.
Although significance of the correlation between macro-

scopic morphologies and the lower-level chirality has been
widely recognized, very limited effort has been directed
toward theoretical investigation of underlying physical
mechanisms. Ou-Yang and Liu27 derived a shape equa-
tion for helical structures of titled chiral lipid bilayers
which is in analogy with cholesteric liquid crystals. Oda
et al.28 tuned the bilayer twist using chiral counterions.
Using Monte Carlo simulations, Selinger et al.24 investi-
gated the effect of interplay between elastic forces, and
the orientation and chirality of constituent molecules on
shape selection in chiral self-assembly. While for chiral
polymers, previous experimental findings are mainly qual-
itative. Moreover, controversial experimental results (e.g.,
chirality inversion of lamellar twisting) have been con-
tinuously reported and are still unable to be explained.12

Recently, a relationship has been established between the
molecular chirality of poly(lactide)s and their macroscopic
lamellar twisting.19 Unfortunately, the quantitative interac-
tion between the morphological chirality and lower-level
chirality is still an open issue.
In this paper, a continuum mechanics model is

developed to investigate the chirality transfer from the
constituent elements to the geometric morphology of
quasi-one-dimensional materials. It is based on the theory
of noncentrosymmetric micropolar elasticity theory. The
interaction between lower-level chirality and anisotropic
surface stresses is discussed to account for the handed-
ness inversion and size effect of twisting polymer lamellas.
Some controversial experimental results on the correlation
between chirality at lower and higher structural levels is
clearly explained by means of the proposed model. In addi-
tion, our study shows that it is possible to design and tune
the micro-/nanosized chiral morphologies through chirality
transfer and surface treatments.

2. CONTINUUM MODEL OF
CHIRALITY TRANSFER

2.1. Surface Elastic Model for Nanoscale
Chiral Materials

As aforementioned, the chirality transfer in materials usu-
ally involves complicated interactions at different length
scales, and many factors influence the morphological for-
mation at the macro scale. Atomistic studies such as
molecular dynamic simulations can provide some impor-
tant results in the transfer from chiral molecules to
asymmetric morphology of materials. However, atomistic
studies are generally very time-consuming, especially for

materials with large size and complex structures. To gain
a fundamental and quantitative understanding of chirality
transfer, therefore, we here present a phenomenological
model to rationalize the dominant physical mechanisms.
For simplicity, the repeat units at the lower structural
level (e.g., chiral molecular aggregates, helical chains, and
twisted microfibres) will be viewed as identical chiral
elements.
Consider a chiral nanowire of wideth b, thickness h, and

length l (l� b � h), as shown in Figure 2. It is made of
chiral elements assembled in an ordered or random man-
ner. During the synthesis or growth process of the material,
a certain amount of growth stresses may occur due to such
reasons as temperature change, inhomogeneous concentra-
tion distributions, and residual surface stress. Under the
action of the growth stresses, chiral elements will deform
in a more complex manner than those without chirality.
For example, they can exhibit both elongation and torsion
under axial tension, rendering a chiral morphology. Here,
the nanowire is modeled as a beam with rectangular cross-
section. For simplicity, a uniaxial force F is applied at its
two ends to model the growth stress, though more compli-
cated loads can be analyzed similarly. The bulk material
of the nanobeam is viewed as a self-assembly or aggre-
gate of a sufficient large number of chiral microelements.
Because of the internal degrees of freedom such as micro-
rotation and elongation, chiral elements can transmit both
the forces and moments. Therefore the bulk materials of
the nanobeam can be treated as a hemitropic micropolar
continuum.29�30 The same is true for the elements at its
surface layer (i.e., the amorphous layer of polymer). In
natural analogy to the chirality of the bulk material, the
concept of surface chirality will be introduced to charac-
terize the deformation behavior of the surface elements.
The surface (or interface) chirality of a material can also
be regarded as an effective property contributed from all
its chiral surface (or interface) elements.
For such a material consisting of chiral elements, the

classic elastic theory based on centrosymmetric stress–
strain relation does not work well. Therefore, we here
develop a noncentrosymmetric micropolar elastic model

Fig. 2. A chiral nanolamella under uniaxial tension: (a) before defor-
mation and (b) after deformation.
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to describe the deformation features of chiral elements at
micro and nano scales. For a nanoscale hemitropic con-
tinuum, the energy density Ub of bulk materials can be
expressed as29�31

Ub =
1
2
Aijkl�ij�kl+

1
2
Bijklpijpkl+Cijkl�ijpkl (1)

where �ij is the strain tensor, pij is the curvature tensor,
Aijkl, Bijkl and Cijkl are elastic constants. Throughout this
paper, Einstein’s summation convention is adopted for all
repeated Latin indices (1, 2, 3) and Greek indices (1, 2).
Then, the constitutive relationship can be obtained

as30–32

�ij = �Ub
��ij

= Aijkl�kl+Cijklpkl

mij = �Ub
�pij

= Cklij�kl+Bijklpkl

(2)

where �ij is the stress tensor and mij is the moment stress
tensor.
To account for surface effects, Gurtin and Murdoch32�33

established a surface elasticity theory. They treated a sur-
face as an elastic but negligibly thin membrane, which
adheres to the bulk material without slipping being allowed
and has different elastic constants from the bulk. The sur-
face stress tensor is a function of the surface strain ten-
sor, which, in turn, depends on the deformation of the
underlying bulk material. This theory has been widely
adopted to elucidate the mechanical behavior of nanoscale
materials.34–40 The surface energy density Us is expressed
in the following form

Us = Us0+
�Us
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where �s
ij and ps

ij are surface strain tensor and surface
curvature tensor, respectively. 
 s

��, T
s
��, 


s
���	,�

s
���	 and

Ts
���	 are materials constants of surface. Then, the surface

constitutive relationship reads

� s
�� =

�Us
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��
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 s
��+
 s
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�	+�s
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(4)

where � s
ij and ms

ij are the surface stress tensor and the
surface moments, respectively.
Thus for a nanoscale hemitropic continuum with vol-

ume V and surface S, the total energy density H is

written as

H =
∫
V
UbdV +

∫
S
UsdS

=
∫
V

1
2
�� �+m p�dV

+
∫
S

[
Us0+

1
2
�
 �s+T ps+�s �s+ms ps�

]
dS

(5)

The geometry relations and equilibrium of the bulk mate-
rials are 33

�ji = ui� j− ∈kji �k� pji = �i� j

�ji� i = 0� ∈ijk �jk+mji� j = 0
(6)

where ui denotes the displacement vector, �i the microro-
tation vector, and ∈ijk the permutation tensor.
The surface geometry relations are39

�s
�� = us

���−un���−�ne��� ps
�� = �s

���−�n��� (7)

where us
� and �s

� are the surface displacement and surface
rotation vectors.
Using the principle of virtual work, one can derive the

generalized Young-Laplace equation:

���n�+� s
���� = 0� �ijninj = � s

�����

m��n�+ms
���� = 0� mijninj =ms

�����+� s
��e��

(8)

where ni is the outward normal vector of the surface, and
��� the curvature of the surface, and e�� is the surface per-
mutation tensor. Equation (8) is consistent with that of cen-
trosymmetric micropolar materials with surface effect.39

A fourth-order isotropic tensor can be decomposed as

Dijkl =D1	ij	kl+D2	ik	jl+D3	il	jk (9)

Thus Eq. (2) becomes30

�ij = ��rr	ij + ��+���ij + ��−���ji

+�prr	ij + ��+��pij + ��−��pji

mij = ��rr	ij + ��+���ij + ��−���ji

+�prr	ij + ��+��pij + ��−��pji

(10)

where � and � are the classical Lamé constant, and �, �, �
and � are the elastic constants introduced in the micropolar
theory. �, � and � are material constants associated with
the chirality in the bulk.
For an isotropic surface, the constitutive relationship in

Eq. (4) can be similarly rewritten as

� s
�� = 
 s

��+�s�s
��	��+ ��s+�s��s

��+ ��s−�s��s
��

+�sps
��	��+ ��s+�s�ps

��+ ��s−�s�ps
��

ms
�� = Ts

��+�s�s
��	��+ ��s+�s��s

��+ ��s−�s��s
��

+�sps
��	ij + ��s+�s�ps

��+ ��s−�s�ps
��

(11)

where �s, �s, �s, �s, �s and �s are surface elastic constants.
�s, �s and �s are material constants associated with the
chirality in the surface layer.
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2.2. Isotropic Surface Stress Case

For a chiral nanowire with l � b � h, it is reasonable
to assume that among the displacement and microrotation
components, only those along the z direction, uz and �z,
are nonzero. The stress component �z and the couple stress
component mz can be expressed by the axial strain � and
the twist angle per unit length � as

�z = ��+2���+ ��+2���

mz = ��+2���+ ��+2���
(12)

From Eq. (11), the surface stress and surface couple
stress are

� s
z = ��s+2�s��+ ��s+2�s��

ms
z = ��s+2�s��+ ��s+2�s��

(13)

For the tension-twist coupled deformation of quasi-one-
dimensional nanomaterials, Eqs. (6) and (8) are satisfied
automatically.
The potential energy of the nanobeam includes the

potential energy of the applied force, the elastic strain
energies in the surface layers and in the bulk. Then it is
expressed as

H = 1
2
�M1�

2+M2���bhl+
1
2
�M3�

2+M2���bhl

+ �M s
1�

2+M s
2���bl+ �M s

3�
2+M s

2���bl−F�l

(14)

where

M1 = �+2�� M2 = �+2�� M3 = �+2�

M s
1 = �s+2�s� M s

2 = �s+2�s� M s
3 = �s+2�s

(15)

and M s
2 phenomenologically considers the effect of mate-

rials chirality of surface.
At the equilibrium state, the potential energy in Eq. (14)

can reach its minimal value. Making the variation with
respect to � and � to be zero gives

�M1h+2M s
1��+ �M2h+2M s

2�� = �0h�

�M2h+2M s
2��+ �M3h+2M s

3�� = 0
(16)

where �0 = F /�bh�.
The second equation of (16) can be rewritten as

� =Q� (17)

where the tension-twisting coupling constant Q due to
material chirality is

Q =−M2h+2M s
2

M3h+2M s
3

(18)

From Eq. (16), we can determine the strain � and the twist
angle per unit length � as

�=− M3h
2+2M s

3h

�M2h+2M s
2�

2− �M1h+2M s
1��M3h+2M s

3�
�0

� = M2h
2+2M s

2h

�M2h+2M s
2�

2− �M1h+2M s
1��M3h+2M s

3�
�0

(19a-b)
Since � = �/L, the half twist pitch length L can be
given as

L= �

�0

�M2h+2M s
2�

2− �M1h+2M s
1��M3h+2M s

3�

M2h
2+2M s

2h
(20)

Similarly, for a chiral nanofibre with circular cross section
with radius r , the half twist pitch length L is

L= �

�0

�M2r+2M s
2�

2− �M1r+2M s
1��M3r+2M s

3�

M2r
2+2M s

2r
(21)

It is emphasized that the nanobeam can also twist when
subjected to a compression force. The corresponding
expression of L is the same as Eq. (20) except that �0

should be replaced by −�0.
To examine the effect of lower-level chirality on the

twisting morphology, we utilize the bulk chirality param-
eter Ch defined by Sharma30 to characterize the degree of
chirality in the bulk material. It is expressed as

Ch =
M2

2

M1M3

(22)

where 0≤Ch ≤ 1�0. C = 0 indicates the absence of chiral-
ity, and Ch = 1�0 corresponds to a material with the highest
degree of chirality. From Eqs. (20) and (22), the half twist
pitch length Lbulk without surface effect is obtained as

Lbulk =
�

�0

Ch−1√
Ch

√
M1M3 (23)

Similarly, we define the surface chirality parameter Cs
h to

stand for the degree of the effective chirality of a surface:

�Cs
h�

2 = �M s
2�

2

�M s
1M

s
3�

(24)

The value of Cs
h can be either negative or positive, and

is not necessarily limited in the range from 0 to 1. From
Eq. (24), M s

2 can expressed as

M s
2 = Cs

h

√
�M s

1M
s
3� (25)

As aforementioned, both the lower-level chirality and sur-
face effect have been introduced phenomenologically into
the elastic constants M2 and M s

2. It is seen from Eq. (20)
that when M2 and M s

2 vanish, L will become infinite
and the nanobeam will keep straight. This means that
the morphology chirality of twisted nanobeam is derived
from other chirality at lower-level structures (e.g., chiral
molecules aggregates and helical chains). Moreover, the
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pitch length and handedness of the chiral morphology
depends not only on the chirality of the material itself
but also on surface effects. For this reason, both right-
and left-handed chiral morphologies can be achieved for
nanowires composed of molecules with identical chirality,
as has been demonstrated by our recent experiments.15

2.3. Anisotropic Surface Stress Case

For many materials such as chiral polymer, surface stresses
are usually anisotropic due to such reasons as oriental fold-
ing of molecular chains and crystallographic directions.
Here, we only consider the anisotropy of surface stresses
in this paper. In this case, Eq. (4) becomes

� s
�� = 
 s

��+
 s
���	�

s
��+�sps

��	��

+ ��s+�s�ps
��+ ��s−�s�ps

��

ms
�� = Ts

��+�s���	��+ ��s+�s��s
��+ ��s−�s��s

��

+�sps
��	ij + ��s+�s�ps

��+ ��s−�s�ps
��

(26)

As shown in Figure 3, the front and the back surfaces of
the nanowire are denoted by s+ and s−, respectively. The
two surfaces may have different elastic properties due to
the growth processes and chain folding manners. For sim-
plicity, assume the two surfaces have different anisotropic
elastic properties and their main elastic axes have differ-
ent orientations. Refer to the global Cartesian coordinate
system (o−xyz) in Figure 3, where the x and z axes are
along the width and length directions, respectively. The
main axes of the constitutive relation on the initial front
surface s+ are along the x+ and z+ axes, with an angle
�+ measured from z to z+, whereas the main axes on the
back surface s− are along the y− and z− axes, with an
angle �− measured from z to z−. Through out this paper,
the superscripts “+” and “−” stand for parameters on the
initial front and back surfaces, respectively.
To consider the effect of anisotropic surface stresses on

the chirality transfer, we divide the twist per unit length
� of the chiral nanobeam into two parts, i.e., � = �1 +
�2, where �1 is the term induced by anisotropic surface
stresses and �2 is induced by material chirality.

For a nanobeam, Eq. (26) can be further simplified as

�+
zz=
+

zz+c+22�+c+23�1h/2+��s+2�s��2� �+
xz=c+33�1h/2

�−
zz=
−

zz+c−22�−c+23�1h/2+��s+2�s��2� �−
xz=c−33�1h/2

m±
zz=��s+2�s��+��s+2�s��2� �2=p33 (27)

Fig. 3. A chiral nanolamella with anisotropic surface stresses on the
upper and lower surfaces.

where c±ij denotes the surface elastic coefficients on the
two surfaces, which can be obtained through coordinate
transformation. For example, c+ij can be expressed as

c+11 = cs+1111 cos
4 �++2�cs+1122+2cs+1212� cos

2 �+ sin2 �+

+ cs+2222 sin
4 �+

c+12 = �cs+1111+ cs+2222−4cs+1212� cos
2 �+ sin2 �+

+ cs+1212�cos
4 �++ sin4 �+�

c+22 = cs+1111 sin
4 �++2�cs+1122+2cs+1212� cos

2 �+ sin2 �+

+ cs+2222 cos
4 �+

c+31 = �−cs+1111+ cs+1122+2cs+1212� cos
3 �+ sin �+

+ �−cs+1122+ cs+2222−2cs+1212� cos�
+ sin3 �+

c+32 = �−cs+1111+ cs+1122+2cs+1212� cos�
+ sin3 �+

+ �−cs+1122+ cs+2222−2cs+1212� cos
3 �+ sin �+

c+33 =
1
2
�cs+1111+ cs+2222−2cs+1122� sin

2 2�+

+2cs+1212 cos
2 2�+

c+13 = 2c+31� c+23= 2c+32
(28)

Thus the potential energy of a chiral nanobeam with
anisotropic surface stresses can be expressed as

H = 1
2
��M1�+M2�2��+�M2�+M3�2��2�bhl+

1
6
��2

1h
3bl

+ 1
4
�2�
++
−�+2�c+22+c−22��+�c+23−c−23��1h

+4M s
2�2��bl+

1
8
�2�c+32−c−32��+�c+33

+c−33��1h��1bhl+�M s
2�+M s

3�2��2bl−F�l (29)

It should be mentioned that anisotropic surface stresses
may also bend the nanobeam. For simplicity, we only con-
sider the twisting deformation. Because for the problem
of current interest, twisting deformation is dominant in a
wide range of combinations of �+ and �−.

The equilibrium state can be determined by minimizing
H in Eq. (29) with respect to �, �1 and �2. The minimiza-
tion of H yields

A�+2B�1+8C�2=� ′
0� 3B�+D�1=0� C�+Q�2=0

(30)
where

A= 8�M1+
1
h
�c+22+ c−22��� B = 3�c+32− c−32�

C =M2+
2
h
M s

2� D = 4�h2+3�c+33+ c−33�h

Q =M3+
2
h
M s

3� � ′
0 =

8F
bh

− 4
h
�
++
−�

(31)
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Then from Eq. (30), one can determine �, �1, and �2 as

�= QD

AQD−8C2D−6B2Q
� ′
0

�1 =
3BQ

8C2D+6B2Q−AQD
� ′
0

�2 =
CD

8C2D+6B2Q−AQD
� ′
0

(32)

Thus the half twist pitch length L is

L�h�= �

�1+ �2
= �

� ′
0

6B2Q+8C2D−AQD

3BQ+CD
(33)

Similar to Eq. (25), M s
2 can be expressed as

M s
2 = Cs

h

√
�0�5�c+22+ c−22�M

s
3� (34)

For a chiral nanofibre with circular cross section of
radius r , we have

�= Q1D1

A1Q1D1−C2
1D1−6B2

1Q1

� ′
0

�1 =
3B1Q1

C2
1D1+6B2

1Q1−A1Q1D1

� ′
0

�2 =
C1D1

C2
1D1+6B2

1Q1−A1Q1D
� ′
0

(35)

with

A1 =M1+
1
r
M s

2 +
2
r
cs22� B1 = cs32

C1 =M2+
1
r
M s

2� D1 = �r2+2rcs33

Q1 =M3+
2
r
M s

3� � ′
1 =

F

�r2
−
 s

(36)

Then the half twist pitch length L can be obtained as

L�r�= �

� ′
1

6B2
1Q1+C2

1D1−A1Q1D1

3B1Q1+C1D1

(37)

and M s
2 is expressed in term of surface chirality parameter

Cs
h as

M s
2 = Cs

h

√
�cs22M s

3� (38)

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Isotropic Surface Stress Case

In this section, numerical examples will be provided to
illustrate the formation of chiral shapes of nanowires. As
can be seen from Eq. (21), only the values of elastic con-
stants Mi and M s

i (i = 1− 3� are needed to calculate the
twisting handedness and the corresponding pitch length.
For illustration, we consider a soft nanowire/nanoribbon

with lower elastic moduli and micropolar elastic con-
stants: M1 = 2�0× 109 N/m2, M3 = 1�0× 10−3 N, M s

1 =−0�05 N/m, and M s
3 = 1�0×10−11 Nm, which satisfy the

thermodynamic restrictions on the elastic constants of chi-
ral materials.22 For several representative values of Ch,
Figure 4 shows the variation of the half twist pitch length
L with respect to the thickness of the chiral nanobeam.
A positive value of L stands for the right-handedness of
the twisting nanobeam, and vice versa. Figure 4 shows
an interesting size dependence of nanowire morphology.
For higher values of Ch (i.e., Ch = 0�5�0�6�0�7), an inver-
sion of morphological chirality (twisting handedness) from
left-handedness to right-handedness may occur, at which
� → 0. This means that there is a characteristic thick-
ness of the nanoribbon, i.e., h = hc, corresponding to the
inversion point of the curve. However, since L= 0 is only
a limiting case, the critical thickness at which the mor-
phological chirality inversion occurs will be, in practice,
in a range of hc1 ≤ hc ≤ hc2, where hc1 and hc2 can be
determined from Eqs. (17) or (19a) under the small strain
condition. In other words, nanobeams with h < hc1 and
h > hc2 may have different morphological chiralities. It is
also seen that with the increase in the nanobeam thickness,
the half pitch length L decreases when h<hc1 or increases
when h > hc2.
The effect of effective surface chirality on the inversion

of morphological chirality is shown in Figure 5, where we
take h = 8�0 nm and Ch = 0�5. The blue and red curves
stand for the twisting of right (L > 0) and left (L < 0)
handedness, respectively. When Cs

h = 9�26, the twisting
handedness of the chiral nanobeam has been inversed. In
addition, the twisting pitch length also varies with increas-
ing Cs

h.

3.2. Anisotropic Surface Stress Case

As above mentioned, the chiralities in both the bulk and
on the surface of a material depend on the lower-level

Fig. 4. Twisting pitch and the inversion of twisting handedness of a
chiral nanobeam.
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Fig. 5. Inversion of morphology chirality induced by surface chirality.

chirality. For very soft polymer, the chirality in its bulk is
usually weak (i.e., Ch ≈ 0). However, nonaffine deforma-
tion and rotation of the helical chain folding in the surface
layer can induce strong effective surface chirality. In this
case, the interaction between anisotropic surface stresses
and surface chirality will dominate the transfer of lower-
level chirality to the morphological level. For illustration,
we consider a chiral nanobeam with the following elastic
constants in the bulk: �= 12�857 GPa, �= 3�214 GPa, and
Ch = 0. The orthotropic surface elastic properties can also
be expressed in the form: 
 s

1111 = 
 s
2222 = �s+�s, 


s
1122 =


 s
2211 = �s−�s, and 
 s

1212 = 
 s
1221 = �1/2�A0�c

s
1111− cs1122�,

where �s and �s designate the surface elastic moduli. The
parameter A0 stands for the degree of anisotropy of surface
elasticity. In what follows, the surface elastic moduli are
taken as: �s = 3.49387 N/m, �s = −5.70195 N/m, M s

3 =
1�0× 10−11 Nm, Cs

h = −15�0, A0 = 0�1, �+ = −0�23�,
and �− = 0.
In Figure 6(a), the variation of the logarithmic normal-

ized twist per unit length � , �1 and �2 with respect to
the thickness are plotted. A positive value of � (�1 or �2)
stands for the twisting of right handedness, and a nega-
tive value stands for left handedness. As aforementioned,
�1 is induced by the anisotropic surface stress, while �2
is induced by the surface chirality. It can seen that when
h < hc ≈ 7�3 nm, �1 > 0, �2 < 0, � < 0 and ��2� < ��� <
��1�, demonstrating the competition between anisotropic
surface stresses and surface chirality. Moreover, it is seen
that anisotropic surface stresses play a significant role in
formation of chiral morphologies. When h > hc ≈ 7�3 nm,
one has �1 < 0, �2 > 0 and � < 0. Thus, it is concluded
that the chiral morphologies of nanowires may be deter-
mined by the competition interaction between anisotropic
surface stresses and surface chirality. In addition, the chi-
rality transfer exhibits a distinct size effect.
If we change the sign of surface chirality (i.e., Cs

h =
15�0� and keep other material parameters unchanged,
anisotropic surface stresses and surface chirality will have
a cooperative interaction in the chirality transfer, as shown

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Lamellar twisting induced by competition between surface
chirality and anisotropic surface stress. (b) Lamellar twisting induced by
cooperative interaction between surface chirality and anisotropic surface
stress.

in Figure 6(b). It can be seen that the values of � , �1 and
�2 have the same signs, and ��� > ��1� > ��2�. Similar to
Figure 6(a), when h< hc ≈ 7�3 nm, the anisotropic surface
stresses dominate the formation of chiral morphologies,
and when h> hc ≈ 7�3 nm, surface chirality become play-
ing a more important role.
For some nanomaterials or self-assembled systems, chi-

ral elements can have certain structural rigidity, which
may induce high bulk chirality. To consider the interac-
tion between anisotropic surface stresses and bulk chiral-
ity, we assume that the surface chirality is very weak and
neglected in this example (i.e., Cs

h = 0). For illustration, we
take the following parameters: Ch = 0�9, A0 = 0�2, M s

3 = 0,
�+ = 0�1�, and the other properties are the same as above.
Figure 7(a) gives the variations of the half twist pitch
lengths L, L1 and L2 with respect to the thickness of the
nanobeam. L1 is induced from anisotropic surface stresses,
and L2 from bulk chirality. It can be found that the com-
petition interaction between anisotropic surface stress and
bulk chirality may induce opposite handedness. When h<
8�0 nm, the half twist pitch length L is mainly determined
by anisotropic surface stresses. When h > 8�0 nm, the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Lamellar twisting induced by competition between bulk chi-
rality and anisotropic surface stress. (b) Lamellar twisting induced by
cooperative interaction between bulk chirality and anisotropic surface
stress.

effect of anisotropic surface stresses become weak and the
bulk chirality dominates the twisting morphology of the
nanobeam. At the intersection point of the blue and red
lines, L1 and L2 have the same value but opposite handed-
ness, and the half twist pitch length L become infinite due
to their competition. In other words, the twist chirality of
the nanobeam is inversed at this point.
In Figure 7(b), the variation of L, L1 and L2 with respect

to the thickness of nanobeam are plotted under �+ =
−0�1�. Due to the change of the orientation of surface
anisotropy, the twist chirality induced by the anisotropic
surface stresses becomes left handedness (L1 < 0) from
right handedness as shown in Figure 6(a). Thus, the
anisotropic surface and bulk chirality may also have a
cooperative contribution to the chirality and size of twisted
nanobeams. Similar to that in Figure 6(a), the contribu-
tion from the bulk chirality will become larger along with
increasing thickness.
The above results demonstrate that both the lower-level

chirality and anisotropic surface stresses contribute to the
chirality transfer in quasi-one-dimensional nanomaterials
with anisotropic surface elasticity. For micro- or nanosized

materials with hierarchical chiral structures, chirality often
sweeps through several structural levels.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a continuum mechanics model to phe-
nomenologically investigate the chirality transfer from the
lower-level structures to the morphologies of quasi-one-
dimensional materials. It is found that the handedness and
the corresponding characteristic size of chiral morphology
depend not only on the chirality of constituent elements
but also on surface effects. Both the effects of anisotropic
surface stresses and surface chirality or bulk chirality have
been investigated. The inversion of morphological chiral-
ity and some size dependent phenomena can be interpreted
by considering the interaction of these two mechanisms.
The model presented in this paper can predict the forma-
tion of chiral morphologies at micro and nano scales. It
can also provide a possible explanation for the observed
conflicting experimental results on the correlation between
lower-level chirality and morphological chirality. To fur-
ther investigate the chirality transfer on the lower levels of
quasi-one-dimensional nanomaterials and self-assembled
systems, the arrangement of chiral molecules and their
interactions should be considered.
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